### Bollard Systems

#### G-1000 Series
- Standard and Shallow Options
- ASTM F2656-07 M50 P1 Certified
- Engineered M30 and M40 Options Available
- DS-22 DOS K12 Option

#### Features
- Aesthetic Covers Can Be Installed to Match Architecture
- 12" Foundation Depth for Shallow Mount Options
- Removable Options

#### Benefits
- Can Be Installed in Existing Terrain
- High Security Yet Cost Effective
- Allows for Pedestrian Traffic While Protecting from Vehicular Attack

#### Additional Options
- Architectural Facade
- Hot Dipped Galvanized
- Powder Coated
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Bollard Systems

M50 P1 Certified

- The Gibraltar G-1150 Shallow Bollard and G-1350 Standard Bollard both received an impact certification of M50 P1 to ASTM F2656-07 test specifications. Gibraltar also offers Engineered Bollards from M30 through M50 to meet the specific needs of the customer.